Transforming Early Childhood Environments

By Margie Carter and Deb Curtis

The late Anita Olds, to whom we dedicated our book, Designs for Living and Learning, wrote:

"Children are miracles.
Believing that every child is a miracle can transform the way we design for children's care.
When we invite a miracle into our lives we prepare ourselves and the environment around us.
We may set out flowers or special offerings.
We may cleanse ourselves, the space, or our thoughts of everything but the love inside us.
We make it our job to create, with reverence and gratitude, a space that is worthy of a miracle!
Action follows thought.
We can choose to change.
We can choose to design spaces for miracles, not minimums."

Anita's words certainly resonate with us when we think about "challenging realities" in our context in the United States and Canada. With her opening phrase, "Believing that every child is a miracle" Olds provokes us to consider what we believe about children and to examine how our beliefs are influencing our provisions for them, for instance, in the way we allocate resources, how policies are set forth, and how we design spaces and programs for children's care and education. As we travel about visiting most all of the fifty states of America and parts of Canada, the evidence before us belies a belief that children are miracles. Rather, we see our very youngest of citizens increasingly robbed of their childhoods—this precious time in the life cycle to be wrapped in softness as they venture forth in their families and communities, consolidating their identities through relationships and encounters.

As we watch young children explore, rearrange and wonder about the world, we get a glimpse of this concept of miracle. The definition of miracle in the dictionary offers not only a reference to "events that appear supernatural and inexplicable by the laws of nature", but also describes a miracle as that which "excites admiring awe, astonishment, surprise, admiration; a marvel." This image of children could hardly be shaping the institutional settings where American children are spending the bulk of their waking hours. If you view children with admiring awe and astonishment, would you schedule their time into tight little boxes to cover teacher agendas and learning outcomes? Would you strive for teacher proof curriculum if you were working with miracles?

You may have heard about the political agenda for education in the U.S. framed as No Child Left Behind. Who could argue with this idea? But with closer examination we see the real focus of this policy is Leave No Child Untested. Aside from the underlying political and economic motives shaping educational policies for young children around testing, standardized curriculum, and school funding tied to teacher success with these outcomes, what do such policies say about our valuing of children, childhood and the process of teaching and learning? We might ask the same question about the ever exploding line of educational products we are urged to buy in behalf of helping children get ahead, master skills, and become successful workers in the world. Whose interests are these products serving and how will they help us design our programs for the miracles that come through our doors each day?

In our teacher education work, we find ourselves continually guiding teachers to think beyond regulations and to consider their values in creating environments for young children. We want them to find a grounding for themselves so that they don't get continually caught up in the changing winds of political policies and regulations. We want teachers to place the significance of their work in relationship to the words of psychologists Donaldson, Grieve, and Pratt who write,

"Early childhood is a period of momentous significance for all people growing up in our culture. By the time this period is over, children will have formed conceptions of themselves as social beings, as thinkers, and as language users, and they will have reached certain important decisions about their own abilities and their own worth."

This is a profound notion, one that is rarely emphasized in teacher development programs or the educational policies of our country. Is this true in your context as well?

Of course there certainly are important voices in our profession who overtly try to shape early childhood professional development in this direction. For instance, our American colleague Ron Lally is quite articulate about the impact of child care policies and practices on identity formation in infants and toddlers. He reminds us that,

"more is happening than tender loving care and learning games—values and beliefs are being witnessed and incorporated. The way you act is perceived, interpreted, and incorporated into the actual definition of the self the child is forming.""
How can we help teachers grow from this understanding into practices that view children as miracles, as national treasures, as a calling to enrich our humanity?

Why focus on environments?

It isn’t necessarily helpful to all teachers to have quotes thrown at them, or even readings assigned to them. If we take seriously Gardner’s notion of “multiple intelligences”⁴, teacher educators must find multiple ways to foster the construction of deep understandings. A simple, yet powerful way we have found to help teachers begin to transform their sense of this work has been through a focus on the environments they create for children. We first want to openly acknowledge the limitations, if not dangers, in choosing the environment as a starting place, in part because our profession is overwhelmingly female and women have a propensity for home decorating. Creating learning environments with this mindset would be a very superficial approach to thinking about their work. This concern caused us to be cautious in writing our book, Designs for Living and Learning, because we feared it had the potential of focusing teachers on window dressings rather than the profound nature of an environment to transform our sense of ourselves. But we resonated again with Anita Olds, a psychologist turned architect, who reminds us not only that children are miracles, but that “Our thoughts, as reflected in our designs, in turn shape children’s beliefs about themselves and life.”⁵

This same sentiment was once expressed by Winston Churchill who said, “We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.”⁶

As we’ve seen teachers refocusing their environments in programs around our country, the truth of these sentiments becomes self-evident. Provoked to go beyond regulations and a narrow focus on arranging their spaces in learning centers, and guided to think through the elements of nourishing, respectful, and engaging environments, teachers not only transform their physical spaces, but the vision and experience of the people in them. This, in turn, has a ripple effect, with transformation occurring in the wider landscape of their lives and communities. For instance, when asked to describe their feelings about the beautiful new child care building Chicago Commons built in their impoverished urban neighborhood, parents described it as “a beacon of hope for the community”. And indeed, as one of our favorite American authors and poet laureate, Maya Angelou, says, “Every human being needs a place that is furnished with hope.”

So, if we are to design our environments for miracles and furnish them with hope, what are the elements that we need to keep in mind? We need a different starting place than a regulation book. Our suggestion to early childhood centres is to start with the children and their families as the foundation for thinking about environments. We then go on to explore how to incorporate elements that will honor and engage children, families, and teachers in meaningful relationships and learning. Here’s how Lella Gandini author, faculty member, and Reggio Children liaison, summarizes their intentions in designing spaces.

“The environment is the most visible aspect of the work done in the schools by all the protagonists. It conveys the message that this is a place where adults have thought about the quality and the instructive power of space. The layout of the physical space is welcoming and fosters encounters, communication, and relationships. The arrangement of structures, objects, and activities encourages choices, problem solving, and discoveries in the process of learning. There is attention to detail everywhere—in the color of the walls, the shape of the furniture, the arrangement of simple objects on shelves and tables.”⁷

To bring this attention to detail in focus in our teacher education work, we ask a series of questions to guide the design of program environments. For example:

- How will our environment create connections and a sense of belonging for the children and adults in the program?
- If children have a right to be powerful and inventive, how can our space and materials be designed to encourage this?
- How will our environment keep children’s senses alive and their love of nature growing?
- If we see children as miracles, how can we provoke their wonder, curiosity and intellectual engagement?
- Because, in the words of Loris Malaguzzi, children have a hundred languages, and a hundred hundred more, how can our environment give them multiple opportunities for expression?

With dialogue around such questions, we can identify the elements of physical and social-emotional environments that reflect a respect for childhood and the people who care for and teach our youngest citizens.

---

What are key elements for the environment?

Working with questions like the above, teachers discover a number of transformations they can make as they incorporate the following elements.

- **Cozy and homelike to build relationships**
  When your environment has a cozy, homelike feel that brings out strong connections among the people there, they will experience a sense of belonging and security. Throughout your building you can create a sense of softness in your selection of color, furnishings, lighting, and materials. You can add specific features that represent the interests, families, and cultures of the children and staff. Indoors and outdoors you can create places for people to comfortably gather, get to know each other, and find avenues for further connections. Providing opportunities for people to build relationships, to collaborate and demonstrate what they know can guide your selection of equipment and materials.

- **Flexible space and open-ended materials**
  Children come to our programs with active bodies as well as active imaginations. Creating multilevel spaces inside, as well as on the playground, gives children different ways to explore spatial relationships with their bodies. Modular furniture that can be turned and stacked in different ways will provide more flexibility than when everything is designed for a single use. Offering open-ended materials in a variety of areas will spark children’s imaginations and speak to their desire to continually rearrange and combine materials for exploration and inventions.

- **Natural elements that engage our senses**
  When you contrast something as simple as a shelf of plastic baskets with a shelf containing natural fiber baskets, the different sensory experience is immediately apparent. There are many ways to incorporate plants, water, natural light, herbs, and fresh air into your building. Landscaping should get as much attention on your playground as the equipment and toys you place there.

- **Objects to provoke wonder, curiosity, and intellectual engagement**
  Children are intensely fascinated with the physical world and how it works. You can simultaneously honour childhood and promote a love of learning by adding different kinds of engaging discoveries to your environment. This is especially effective when you include things that provide a sense of mystery and wonder so that children become curious about how they work, where they come from, and what can be learned by manipulating them. Examples include things that play with light and its relationship to color, or things that reflect, spark, spin, make sounds, and move. You can use natural light, air, projectors, and other simple technology to build these features into your environment. Create nooks where you can place intriguing objects to keep those brain pathways growing and expanding.

- **Symbolic representation, literacy, and visual arts**
  Beyond the limited notions of reading and writing materials, consider a wide range of other materials including magazines, newspapers, charts, diagrams, reference and instruction books. Include materials that support children growing up in a multicultural, multilingual world. Literacy involves unlocking a system of symbols and codes and this should include a variety of materials related to the visual arts. Provide opportunities and materials for children to represent their ideas using a different media.

- **The social-emotional and organizational climate**
  The physical environment has a strong influence on the social emotional environment of our programs, and so does the organizational climate that is created. This includes how policies and procedures are developed and enforced, the agendas, processes and voices available for meetings, the work environment for staff, and partnerships that are created with the children’s families. It doesn’t work to create a beautiful environment that is merely a window dressing. Looking closely into programs we need to see families helping to shape the culture of how things are done and teachers having time to meet with each other and the children’s families. The organizational climate should be full of excitement about what the children and adults are learning, with time to reflect on that and collaborate on designing next steps. The airwaves should be full of joy, stories, and discoveries, creating an environment that reflects the best of who we are together.

**Conclusion**

The way we view children, what the Italian educators of Reggio Emilia call “the image of the child”, is reflected in our larger cultural/political/commercial environment. This in turn, significantly impacts how the teaching and learning process is viewed and the way physical environments for young children get designed. As educators of young children, we must be vigilant around this issue, mobilizing our critical thinking faculties, as well as our power to make a different set of choices based on how we see children. This is the challenge Anita Olds brings to us in her words “action follows thought”. If, in fact, we choose to design spaces for miracles, we will begin to change our sense of our work, the experiences we have with children and their families and potentially, the larger context for how children and the work of early childhood education are viewed.
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Nipissing District Developmental Screen™ is a method that is proactive in identifying problem areas in a child’s development. Early identification is the first step in early intervention. The Nipissing District Developmental Screen™ was compiled by a multi-disciplinary team. This easy-to-use tool examines thirteen key developmental stages: 18 & 2 months, 4 months, 6 months, 9 months, 12 months, 15 months, 18 months, 2 years, 30 months, 3 years, 4 years, 5 years and 6 years.

The Screen explores a child’s skills in the following areas: vision, hearing, speech, language, communication, gross motor, fine motor, cognitive, social/emotional and self-help.

Visit our comprehensive website to find out more and to place your order!

www.ndds.ca